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The Paml&tO 11 

2015 - International Year of Light 

 

 

This was approved by the UN General Assembly in 

December. The international effort is being led by 

EPS President John Dudley and the IOP have set up 

a broad ‘national forum’ for interested parties. It is 

not too early to think about how PAM might like to 

celebrate this event, particularly thinking in 

advance of the next research assessment 

submission and PAM’s optical themes. 

 
Interesting ideas from other school’s 2012/13 

Student Experience Reports 

 

 

 

Business School: There is a set of Dean’s Awards in 

various categories. The awards carry no monetary 

value but certificates are presented by the VC in a 

celebratory event and can be highlighted in CVs. 

 

Computer Sciences: They find their students don’t 

really read feedback after the event and are simply 

interested in the mark. As a result, they 

concentrate on ‘feeding forward’ coursework. The 

class are shown an anonymised script from a 

previous year and given the marking scheme. They 

are invited to mark it as a class exercise and then 

compare their results with the actual marking that 

occurred. This approach is also used by the 

Imperial physics department with their 

postgraduate markers to ensure consistency of 

approach. 

 

Creative Arts: They have added a mid-year event 

to showcase student’s work (see the last Pamlato). 

This has helped create  a collegiate buzz. They also 

have a student-driven newspaper ‘Headlines’ 

distributed in hard copy. 

 

Education: They have created a physical feedback 

space – Eduhub. The students collect their work 

from there (a corridor with soft chairs) and the 

lecturer is there live at the moment the work is 

returned to give instant individual feedback on 

their work. They have created a specific staff 

responsibility about the mentoring programme in 

their School – a Student Champion. 

 

Engineering and Technology: At the equivalent of 

our staff development day in September, each 

member of staff contributes ‘just a minute or two’ 

on something new or exciting they have done or 

plan in their teaching. Project events are a school-

wide celebration of achievement. 

 

Health and Social Work: They run cross-

departmental peer review so that observations are 

a long way from specialisms. 

 

Humanities: Students attend some parts of staff 

meetings and give presentations. They create a 

group newsletter show-casing experiences (might 

be interesting for Professional Skills). They have a 

staff and student quiz night as part of their student 

forum. 

 

Law: A lot of social events involving students – 

chilli cook-offs etc. Online lectures produced by UH 

online have received excellent feedback – all post 

production done for you. Main student feedback is 

that small feedback comments are unhelpful – 

they need substantive feedback to improve and 

understand their marks. 

 

Life and Medical: They offer development funds 

for T&L projects – 5 grants per year to members of 

staff. These typically pay for student or 

postgraduate participation e.g. in making small 

videos, creating a legacy project ‘something to 

remember’ – a digital ‘yearbook’. 

 

 

From Monica Rivers-Latham: Oculus Rift 
 
 

http://readwrite.com/2014/03/10/oculus-rift-

space-telescope-james-webb-nasa-

northrop#awesm=~oybXzvfFtxzdAW 

http://readwrite.com/2014/03/10/oculus-rift-space-telescope-james-webb-nasa-northrop#awesm=~oybXzvfFtxzdAW
http://readwrite.com/2014/03/10/oculus-rift-space-telescope-james-webb-nasa-northrop#awesm=~oybXzvfFtxzdAW
http://readwrite.com/2014/03/10/oculus-rift-space-telescope-james-webb-nasa-northrop#awesm=~oybXzvfFtxzdAW
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Not sure how many people in PAM will have 

seen this already on their own subject specific 

media or news feeds, but thought it 

interesting enough to pass on. 

 

From Lauren Dovey: flare Ignite 
 
 
{JC: Please note we can interpret ‘enterprise’ 
broadly e.g. a student who set up a homework club 
whilst on their PTS course; found an interesting 
internship for themselves; represented the 
University in the outside world; and other ideas 
listed below} 
 
 What is flare Ignite?  
flare Ignite is a new initiative that will run 
alongside flare 2014, the University’s ultimate 
start-up competition for students and graduates 
with an existing business or an innovative idea.  
 
Since its launch in 2006, flare has gone from being 
a small scale competition attracting 45 entrants to 
bringing in 170 entrants at its peak in 2010/11. A 
total of over 800 students and graduates have 
entered the competition since its launch in 2006.  
 
The core aim of flare Ignite is to support and 
celebrate in-school entrepreneurial work by 
identifying existing enterprise activity and 
rewarding the most entrepreneurial students from 
each school. These students will then be 
celebrated at the flare awards ceremony alongside 
flare winners.  
 
How does flare Ignite work?  
Selected enterprise links/contacts will be required 
to put forward up to 5 students or groups of 
students on behalf of each school, who they 
believe to show entrepreneurial promise.  
 
Students do not have to adhere to any set criteria 
in order to be nominated.  
 
Examples of in-school activity could include:  
 
Development of a new product, service or idea  

An innovative research project or dissertation  

Enterprise competitions  

A problem solving exercise  
 
This might form part of your students’ enterprise 
or professional skills module.  

Once we have received nominations from all 
schools, the Enterprise Team will interview and 
select the best students to be presented with cash 
prizes at our flare awards ceremony in October 
2014.  
 
How is flare different to flare Ignite?  
flare will remain a centrally run competition for 
already trading business start-ups and individuals 
wanting to develop an existing idea, whereas flare 
Ignite is a celebration of school-based 
entrepreneurial activity.  

flare is open to graduates of up to 3 years whereas 
flare Ignite is only available to current students.  

flare will be marketed across the University to all 
students and the alumni community whereas flare 
Ignite will only be communicated to academics to 
complement existing in curricular enterprise 
activity.  

flare is an extra-curricular activity whereas flare 
Ignite focuses on in curricular enterprise activity.  
 
Should I be actively promoting flare or flare 
Ignite?  
You can continue to promote the core flare 
competition outwardly to interested students and 
graduates.  
flare Ignite should be promoted to academics who 
can help to identify suitable candidates  
 
What will I be expected to do?  
Very little! Each school will be asked to select a 
flare Ignite lead to liaise with the Enterprise Team. 
The flare Ignite lead could be the existing 
Employability or Enterprise Link for the school or 
another member of staff.  
 
What’s the deadline for nominating flare Ignite 
candidates?  
A list of candidates must be submitted to the 
Enterprise Team by Friday 16 May.  
 
More information  
If you have any queries regarding flare Ignite, or 
simply want more information, please contact 
Leanne Kenyon (l.d.kenyon@herts.ac.uk) or 
Sheroma Thomas (s.t.thomas@herts.ac.uk) in the 
Enterprise Team. 
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From Jon Alltree: UH L& T Conference  

 
 

Please note that places are filling up fast on this 

free conference and PAM was rather under-

represented last year. 

The UH Annual Learning and Teaching Conference 
will be held on Thursday 1

st
 May 2014. 

 
To build on the collegiate approach of previous 
conferences, and to consider the future 
developments within Higher Education, this year’s 
annual Learning and Teaching Conference is 
themed around “Learning and Teaching 
Innovations”.  
 
The morning session of the conference will include 
a plenary keynote and parallel strands for 
presentations. We welcome submissions for 
presentations on any form of innovative practice.  
 
The afternoon session will include a one hour slot 
to share quick ideas inspired by previous 
conferences. This will be a series of four minute 
presentations/pitches.  
The “Something to share” session will be themed 

around the following:  

 Assessment and feedback 

 BME student success and/or inclusive 

practice 

 Graduate Attributes 

 Staff - student partnerships 

 Technology enhanced learning 

 
We expect that this will be a stimulating, creative 
and enjoyable day and we welcome your 
participation. The conference will be held in the 
Lindop building on the College Lane site. Lunch 
and refreshments will be provided and attendance 
is free. Numbers are limited, so please reserve 
your place via the following link Events Manager – 
Annual Learning and Teaching conference 
 
We also welcome proposals to present at the 
conference. The deadline for submitting 
proposals is 12 noon on Monday 3

rd
 March 2014. 

For details of the various presentation formats and 
how to submit proposals, please see the 
conference information at the Learning & Teaching 
Institute (LTI) Studynet site. 

  
For further information please contact Helen 
Barefoot (h.barefoot@herts.ac.uk); Sarah Flynn 
(s.j.flynn@herts.ac.uk) or Dominic Bygate 
(d.bygate@herts.ac.uk)  
 

HEA meetings in the near future 
 
 

Date: 3 Apr 2014 
Start Time: 10:30 am 
Location/venue: University of Leeds, Chemistry 
West Block Woodhouse Lane Leeds , LS2 9JT  
 
This event is aimed at those university teachers in 
the Physical Sciences (astronomy, chemistry, 
forensic science and physics) who are interested in 
optimising the research experience of 
undergraduates. The programme is still being 
developed, but areas to be covered include: 
 
• sharing best practice in supervising 
undergraduate research; 
  
• undergraduate research in three and four year 
courses: 
  
• assessing undergraduate research; 
  
• making the undergraduate research experience 
as realistic as possible; 
  
• linking undergraduate and other research within 
the disciplines. 
  
This will draw upon current projects in this area 
within the Physical Sciences, activities within other 
STEM disciplines and make a comparison with the 
situation in other countries. 
 
For further details and to book please see 
http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/events/detail/2014/
03_April_Physical_sciences_workshop. 
 
HEA STEM (Physical Sciences): Developments in 
Mathematics Support 
 
Date: 8 Apr 2014 
Start Time: 10:30 am 
Location/venue: Central Teaching Laboratories 
Flex, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, L69 3BX 
 
The extent to which incoming undergraduates in 
Physical Sciences subjects (astronomy, chemistry, 
forensic science and physics) are equipped to 

http://www.studynet2.herts.ac.uk/ptl/common/uhevents.nsf/eventView/7D1F9FC3C493D40480257C74005CFB16?OpenDocument&org=&wid=BLU
http://www.studynet2.herts.ac.uk/ptl/common/uhevents.nsf/eventView/7D1F9FC3C493D40480257C74005CFB16?OpenDocument&org=&wid=BLU
http://www.studynet2.herts.ac.uk/ptl/common/uhevents.nsf/eventView/7D1F9FC3C493D40480257C74005CFB16?OpenDocument&org=&wid=BLU
http://www.studynet2.herts.ac.uk/intranet/lti.nsf/Teaching+Documents?OpenView&count=9999&restricttocategory=Professional+Development+and+Events/Annual+Learning+and+Teaching+Conference/2014+Annual+Learning+and+Teaching+Conference
http://www.studynet2.herts.ac.uk/intranet/lti.nsf/Teaching+Documents?OpenView&count=9999&restricttocategory=Professional+Development+and+Events/Annual+Learning+and+Teaching+Conference/2014+Annual+Learning+and+Teaching+Conference
mailto:h.barefoot@herts.ac.uk
mailto:s.j.flynn@herts.ac.uk
mailto:d.bygate@herts.ac.uk
http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/events/detail/2014/03_April_Physical_sciences_workshop
http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/events/detail/2014/03_April_Physical_sciences_workshop
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undertake their degrees in terms of mathematical 
skills has been the subject of much debate for 
many years. This has led to the production of many 
resources and a number of projects have been 
undertaken to investigate the underlying issues. 
 
This workshop will bring together those who are 
interested in this topic to discuss the current 
situation and how it is being addressed. There will 
be presentations from a number of institutions, 
followed by a discussion as to how we can best 
work together and what support networks could 
be developed to assist individual university 
teachers in this area. 
 
For further details and to book please visit 
http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/events/detail/2014/
08_April_Developments_in_Mathematics_Support 
 
 
Beautiful Science: Picturing Data, Inspiring Insight 
 
 

{Currently at the British Library, St Pancras – 

closing 26
th

 May 2014} 

Turning numbers into pictures that tell important 

stories and reveal the meaning held within is an 

essential part of what it means to be a scientist. 

This is as true in today's era of genome sequencing 

and climate models as it was in the 19th century. 

Beautiful Science explores how our understanding 

of ourselves and our planet has evolved alongside 

our ability to represent, graph and map the mass 

data of the time. 

From John Snow's plotting of the 1854 London 

cholera infections on a map to colourful depictions 

of the tree of life, discover how picturing scientific 

data provides new insight into our lives. 

 

William Farr, Report on the Mortality of Cholera 

in England 1848-49, 1852 

 

Luke Howard, Barometrographia, 1847 

 

Martin Krzywinski, Circles of Life, 2013 (© Martin 

Krzywinski) 
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